the theorem to a larger class of measures # and v. The improvement is achieved through a simple, geometrical proof relying on Rockafellar's characterization [3] of the gradient of a convex function.
A precise statement requires a bit of notation. Let A convex function on R refers to a function : R--. R w { +} for which ((1 t)x + tx') < (1 t)$(x) + t$(x') when the latter is finite and (0, 1).
Such a function will be continuous on the interior of the convex set dom := {,(x) < }, and differentiable except on a set of Hausdorff dimension d-1 in dom [4] . The monotone map of our title refers to the gradient V$ of such a function.
MAIN THEOREM. Let #, V i(Rd) and suppose vanishes on (Borel) subsets of R a having Hausdorff dimension d-1. Then there exists a convex function on R d whose gradient V$ pushes la forward to v. Although may not be unique, the map V$ is uniquely determined #-almost everywhere.
In the special case dv(y) k-1(1 + lYl2)-ta+2)/2dy, this theorem is equivalent to a classical result of Aleksandrov [5] asserting the existence of a unique convex function with prescribed scalar curvature: if dl(x)= f(x)dx, the graph of $ will have Gauss curvature kdf(x) at the point (x, $(x))Msee (3) below Finally, some applications of the theorem must be mentioned. When d#(x)= f(x) dx and dv(y)= #(y)dy, Caffarelli [10] , [8] , [11-1 has shown that conditions on f and # ensure the regularity of . In this case the higher-dimensional change of variables formula analogous to (1) Definition 3. A subset S c R n x R a is said to be cyclically monotone if for any finite number of points (x, y) S, Proof. Order the x, so that C(a) := , (x,t,), y,) is maximized by the identity permutation id among permutations a on n letters. Any k (distinct) points in S may be specified via their labels (1), (k). Now let a (a(1)(2)... (k)) permute the z(i) cyclically (while fixing the remaining n k letters). The condition (5) for cyclical monotonicity of S is recovered from C(a) < C(id) and the observation 7, c(x,, y,) < c(x,+l, y,).
The second sum is cyclical, Xk+l X I"
Although it will not be proven here, we believe that x r c(x, y)d(7'-7)> 0 whenever 7' shares the marginals of 7. In other words, condition (7) (7) as c-cyclical monotonicity--noted that its sufficiency for optimal mass transport follows from a theorem of Riischendorf [17] . Abdellaoui [19] and a preprint of Cuesta-Albertos, Matrfin, and Tuero-Diaz [20] . Some developments in these last two papers parallel those of the present manuscript, although they are restricted to cases where the measures # and v have finite second moments. Under this assumption, an analog to Theorem 6 is proved in [19] , and to our main theorem in [20] . Both papers consider the possibility that X and Y are infinitedimensional topological dual spaces. I thank J. A. Cuesta-Albertos, M. Gelbrich, S. T. Rachev, and L. Riischendorf for bringing this literature to my attention.
Uniqueness of monotone measure-preserving maps. It remains to establish uniqueness of the monotone map V$ which pushes / forward to v. The proof employs a refinement of Aleksandrov's argument for the uniqueness of convex surfaces with prescribed integral curvature. The idea is that two monotone maps V and Vb differing at p spt #, push # forward to measures which disagree on some Y R a (9) . Adding a constant to the convex function b, so that b(p) q(p), the set Y may be chosen to consist of the subgradients for b on M := (b > q}; it is denoted db(M):= xMdb(x). Any hyperplane which supports b on M must cut off a part of graph(q). A parallel hyperplane supporting q must therefore do so over M. Thus Vd/-l() c M. This idea forms the essence the following lemma, asserted in [5] and used here to prove (9) . As before, Vqt is defined where is differentiable: on dom LEMMA 13 (Aleksandrov) . Let where Ixxl< x/2 from a neighbourhood of the origin to the plane. In this case, VO(0) (1, 0), but { 0} intersects each neighbourhood of the origin in a set of positive area.
